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Motion 14211

1200 King County Courthouse

516 Third Avenue

Seattle, WA 98104

King County

Proposed No.2014-0147 .2 Sponsors von Reichbauer

1 A MOTION accepting the Regional Animal Services 2014

Operational Strategic Plan and Technical Report in

3 response to the 2013/20f4 Biennial Budget Ordinance,

4 Ordinance 17416, Section 99, Proviso P1; and authorizing

5 the release of $500,000 currently held in reserve.

6 WHEREAS, the 201312014 Biennial Budget Ordinance, Ordinance 17476

7 contains Proviso P1 in Section 99, animal service fund, stating $500,000 shall not be

I expended or encumbered until the executive transmits an operational strategic plan for

9 regional animal services of King County and the council adopts a motion that accepts the

10 operational strategic plan and references the proviso's ordinance number, section number,

tt proviso number and subject matter, and

t2 V/HEREAS, the county executive has transmitted to the council a response that

13 contains the required information responding to the proviso, specifically to provide:

t4 L An operational strategic plan for regional animal services of King County,

15 intended to "further the goal of developing a sustainable program for regional animal

16 services with sustainable funding resources, while preserving the county's commitment to

17 maintain levels of animal care and control that will protect animal and human health and

1"8 safety and, to the greatest degree practicable, prevent injury to property and cruelty to

19 animal life," and

t
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20 2. A technical report on at least the following issues:

2t a. Analysis of the factors driving high animal care and control costs in the South

22 animal district and unincorporated King County, including but not limited to societal,

23 behavioral, geographic and demographic influences;

24 b. Identification of the direct and indirect fiscal impacts of euthanasia, licensing,

25 fees and fines on the regional system, including analysis of how these factors affect pet

26 owner behavior;

27 c. An analysis ofsocietal and behavioral factors that reduce shelter usage and

28 that increase pet licensing; and

29 d. An analysis of efficiencies that could be or have been achieved in canvassing

30 techniques and identification of alternative canvassing approaches that strategically

31 enhance licensing rates in paftner jurisdictions experiencing low licensing rates, and

32 WHEREAS, the council has reviewed the department of executive services

33 regional animal service operational strategic plan and technical report;

34 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT MOVED by the Council of King County:

35 The proviso response, in Attachments A and B of this motion, is hereby accepted
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36

37

38

Motion 14211

and the $500,000 currently held in reserve in accordance with Ordinance 17476, Section

99, Proviso P1, animal services fund, is hereby released.

Motion l42ll was introduced on 41712014 and passed by the Metropolitan King
County Council on9l2l20l4,by the following vote:

Yes: 8 - Mr. Phillips, Mr. von Reichbauer, Mr. Gossett, Ms. Lambert,
Mr, Dunn, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Dembowski and Mr. Upthegrove
No: 0

Excused: I -Ms.Hague

KING COUN

,wA

Larv Phill
ATTEST:

âXr-^^-,
Anne Noris, Clerk of the Council

Attachments: A. RASKC 2014 Operational Strategic Plan - August2014, B, RASKC 2014 Technical
Report - March 2014

G
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Attachment A

Regional Animal Services of

King County (RASKC)

2014 Operational Strategic Plan

Revised August 2014

Ordinance 17476 Section 99 Regional Animal Services of King County, Proviso I
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Summary of Proviso Requirement

Of this oppropriation, 5500,000 sholl not be expended or encumbered until the executive tronsmits on

operationol strotegic plan for regional animal services of King County ('RASKC") and o motion that accepts the

operotional strategic plon, ond the motion is possed by the council. The motion sholl reference the proviso's

ordinonce, ordinonce section, proviso number ond subject matter in both the title ond body of the motion.

The executive must file the operationol strotegic plon, including o technical report ond motion required by

this proviso by Morch 3L, 20L4, in the form o poper original ond øn electronic copy with the clerk of the council,

who sholl retoin the originol and provide an electronic copy to all councilmembers, the council chief of stoff ond

the leod stoff for the government occountobility, oversight and finonciol performonce committee or its successor.

The operationol strategic plan sholl further the gool of developing o sustoinable program for regionol

animol services with sustoinable funding resources, while preserving the county's commitment to mointoin levels

of onimol core and control that will protect animal ond humon heolth ond sofety ond, to the greotest degree

procticoble, prevent injury to property and cruelty to onimol life.

The operationol strotegic plan sholl include, but not be limited to: prioritized medium to long-ronge gools

with priority outcomes, key performdnce meosures, meosurement tdrgets and torget dotes for eoch gool;

identification of medium and long-range cost reduction ond revenue increosing strotegies; ond annual reporting

to the council.

The operationol strategic plan shall be informed by:

A. The 2012 budget proviso responses;
B. The report on nonparticipating jurisdiction onimol services costs required by Ordinonce

17374;

C. Recommendations of the joint city-county committee estoblished by the onimol services
lnterlocol qgreement outhorized by Ordinance L7374;

D. A technicol working group consisting of RASKC, executive and council staff. The purpose of
The technical work group sholl be to consider research, reports ond anolyses to support development of the

operotional strategic plan; and

E. A technicol report to be tronsmitted to council by Morch 31, 201-4, on at leost the following
issues;

L. Anolysis of the foctors driving high onimol care ond control costs in the South onimol district
ond unincorporated King County, including but not limited to societol, behovioral, geographic and demogrøphic
influences;

2. ldentificotion of the direct ond indirect fiscal impocts of euthonasio, licensing, fees ond fines
on the regional system, including onolysis of how these factors affect pet owner behovior;

3. An onalysis of societal ond behovioral foctors that reduce shelter usage and thot increase pet
licensing; ond

4. An onolysis of efficiencies that could be or høve been achieved in convassing techniques ond
identification of olternotive canvossing approoches thot strategicolly enhonce licensing rates in portner

jurisdictions experiencing low licensing rotes.
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The scope of the technicol report is intended to be limited to the use of reseorch tools and readily

ovoiloble demogrophic ond socio-economic studies that moy alreody be availoble in the public domoin and thot
do not require RASKC to controct for or otherwise procure research tools, dato, ond consulting services.

Regional Animal Services of King County (RASKC) has prepared the attached documents in response to the

Proviso contained in Ordinance 17476:

20L4 Operational Strategic Plan, and

2014 RASKC Technical Report.

Executive Proviso Response Team

Norm Alberg

Gene Mueller

Sean Bouffiou

DES-Records and Licensing Services Division

DES-Records and Licensing Services Division

DES-Records and Licensing Services Division
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Regional Animal Services of King County

2OI4 Operat¡onal Strategic Plan

Revised August 2014

t
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lntroduction

Regional Animal Services of King County (RASKC) continues to demonstrate regional leadership in the efficient

and effective provision of animal services. Over the last four years, RASKC has achieved great successes in:

financial sustainability; animal sheltering and field services, and overall operations.

Building on the 2010 Roadmap for Reform, RASKC reported numerous accomplishments, in concert with
execution of the current 25 city lnter-Local Agreement (lLA); (see appendix A). Specifically, key accomplishments

since May 2012 include:

Financial S a ina bilitv

. Developed and implemented a RASKC revenue work plan, completing over a dozen initiatives

aimed at increasing RASKC revenues; and
r Continued to pursue payment offees and fines.

Animal shelterins and field services

. The Live Release Rate is above 84% annually;

' The euthanasia rate has been below 15 percent for over three years, including 2OI3 aL L3.7

percenU
. Expanded cooperation/coordination with local law enforcement agencies.

Overalloperations

I lntegrated continuous improvement activities for improving quality of services, increasing

efficiency and i ncreasing capacity;
. Realigned shelter and field management responsibilities for improved oversight and support;
! lncreased outreach and communication with neighboring animal service programs to increase

cooperation and leverage opportunities to share information, expertise, event partic¡pation and

community messaging.

The current (2013-201-5) ILA has been termed lhe "bridge to sustainablity". RASKC, working in collaboration with
its contract cities, has continued to focus efforts on increasing revenues, controlling costs, providing excellent

services and building regional partnerships - as key to moving toward sustainability. RASKC has developed this

20L4 Operotionol Strategic PIan to continue moving toword o sustainable regionol animal services progrom.

(Note: per Ordinance 17476, this operational strategic plan was informed by the 2012 budget proviso responses,

the report on non-jurisdiction animal services costs (Ordna nce L737 4) recommendations of the joint city-county

collaboration committee and the technical report developed as directed by ordinance L7476).

RASKC, as a section of Records and Licensing Services Division of the Department of Executive Services has

initiated substantive continuous improvement efforts. Specifically, RASKC has updated its mission, in alignment

with the King County Strategic Plan, the Depaftment of Executive Services Vision and Mission and the Vision and

Values of the Records and Licensing Services Division (see graphic below).

RASKC Mission: Provide King County with sustoinoble, cost effective onimal services which protect people ond

onimols, while providing compossionote animal core.
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RASKC 2014 Operational Stratesic Plan

RASKC has and will continue to focus its efforts on increasing revenues, controlling costs, providing excellent

services and building regional partnerships - as key to moving towards sustainability, As such, RASKC has

organized the 201"4 Operational Strategic Plan around three primary goals;

As the Venn diagram above depicts, there are logical and interdependent overlaps of the objectives which

support the three goals.

To minimize duplicating objectives across the three strategic goals, we have organized each objective and actions

(tactics) for fulfilling each objective under only one of our three strategic goals.

Each of these three goals is supported by specific objectives, supporting actions/strategies, and specific metrics.

The following section contains the strategies and metrics for the goals and objectives.

Continuous
lmprovement

Enhanced
web services

NAB
2020,

NANCIAL SUSTAI NABI LITY

lncrease þroqram revenues;
lncrease pet licensing sales

Cost effective marketing program;
Optimize mailing program

Control proeram costs
Market compet¡tion

SERVICE EXCELLENCE

Hieh Success Shelter
Maintain live release rate

Maintain low euthanasia rate
Reduced shelter days

Volunteers Program

O Partnering
SU

ield response time

igh quality care

REGIONAL LEADERSHIP

City partnerships

Expand regional partnerships
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l. F¡nanc¡al Susta¡nab¡litv

Backeround: The RASKC program provides animalservices (shelter, field, and pet licensing services)for

unincorporated King County and 25 contracted Cities, The RASKC program and services are supported directly by

program revenues (pet licensing and fees/fines), as well as the General Fund revenue from King County and many

of the contracting cities.

RASKC program generated revenues support 55 percent of the RASKC program expenses, with pet licensing

accounting for 50 percent and fees/fines accounting for five percent. The remaining 45 percent of operating
expenses aresupported bycontributionsfrom the County's General Fund and paymentsfrom contract cities,

The interests articulated bycontracting city partners duringthe negotiations of the current (2013-2015)lnter-

local Agreement (lLA), as well as policy direction from the County Council and the County Executive, was to
pursue financial sustainability byincreaseing direct program revenues and controlling costs going forward.

Controlline Costs: RASKC has and continues to excel at implementing improvements to ensure direct program

costs are controlled. As the Technical Report indicates - RASKC's allocated costs are directly affected by program

usage. Cost efficiency is important, but cost avoidance achieved by focusing on reducing the supply of unwanted
and/or stray animals will have a more lasting impact on our community and will limit the number of animals

entering the shelter. Program elements that increase pet retention and reduce animal intakes or limit days in

care will have the most impact on program cost. Cooperative engagement with our non-profit partners

throughout the County allows us to maximize provision of this life-sparing service while minimizing expense.

lncreasing Revenues: As covered in the Technical Report;

the County, but is insufficient to fund the overall progrom.

moilings, direct ond saturotion; creates and implements jurisdictional morketing compoigns by portnering

with over 450 pet licensing soles ond/or informotion providers; has a presence at dozens of events

onnuolly ond uses door to door convassing"

exponding and optimizing mailing campoigns - oll of which RASKC hos ond continues to implement and

improve upon. RASKC is evoluoting o proposol to provide pet rabies voccination doto - to ensure oll
vaccinoted pets ore also licensed pets (pet Iicensure and robies vaccinotion are both currently legally

required in King County)."

A Long Term Focus on Prevention

While increasing revenue and controlling cost are two important objectives essentialto financial sustainability,

addressing upstream root causes with program elements focused on prevention is intended to help avoid many

situations that lead to pets entering the shelter system altogether. As identified in the Technical Report:

direct animal issues.
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RASKC will maintain its emphasis on controlling and managing program costs, with renewed efforts to increase

revenlres, and will focus more time and energy on preventative measures to help avoid animals entering the

system.

RASKC identified a significant revenue reporting opportunity in early 2OI3 - requiring rabies vaccination data to
be provided to RASKC; which could improve public health/safety, as well as provide the potentialfor a very

significant increase in revenue for RASKC. As mentioned above, the current 21%licensure rate is on the high end

of animal services programs, however, our research has shown uplo 60-70% of pet owners vaccinate their pets

for rabies, Additionally, our research has shown that mandatory rabies reporting has been successfully

implemented in numerous jurisdictions across the country.

RASKC reached out to the Washington State Veterinary's Medical Association (WSVMA) in early 2013 to solicit

input and ideas regarding the rabies reporting concept and/or alternatives. While the WSVMA has indicated they

do not support the concept of mandatory rabies data reporting, they did propose an alternative voluntary

program, where they would encourage their membership to communicate the benefits of pet licensure,

supporting animal welfare, and the RASKC program, with the intent of achieving a similar increase in pet licensure

as has been seen in jurisdictions with mandatory rabies data reporting. The voluntary program was implemented

in January 201-4; RASKC and the WSVMA tracked the results for three months. There was no increase in pet

license sales as a result of the voluntary pilot, RASKC has continued discussions with WSVMA on options for a

mandatory reporting program and using voluntary mechanisms for increasing pet licensing. The WSVMA has

continued to express opposition to the mandatory reporting approach. lf mandatory reporting is not a supported

approach, RASKC plans on proposing additional market driven (voluntary) mechanisms in the Fall of 2014 and will

track the results. From the experience of the voluntary pilot, it is unlikely that voluntary mechanism will produce

the same anticipated level of increased licensing, however, if the WSVMA and the veterinary community are

supportive and actively participating, there is the potentialfor improvement.

Below are RASKC's objectives, activities and metrics which will support RASKC's Financial Sustainability

I a. Obiective: RASKC willcontinue proactive efforts to increase program revenues- improving the ratio of
program expenditures covered by program revenue annually.

I lmplement market driven voluntary options for increasing pet licensing in the fall òf 2014.

o Track and report (annually) the results of market driven mechanism for increasing pet

licensu re

I Re-visit the discussion of alternative approaches to the market driven options if the results do not

show improvement in the incidence of pet licensing towards the goal.

Continue cost effective RASKC marketing program efforts (including but not limited to; canvassing,

marketing campaigns, events, mailings, etc.).

Optimize mailing programs (e.g. identify new mailing list prospects fortargeted direct mailings;

mai nta i n licensi ng data base address accu racy),

o 201-4: Mailing programs will target a return on investment ratio of greater than $1.50

earned per $1" spent
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o 201-5: Review/revise mailing programs - in light of other operational initiatives

implemented (e.e. rabies reporting) - develop and implement strategies f or 2015-2020

with specific targets for the out-years to be determined in 2015

o 2015-2020: lmplement mailing strategies identified, ensuring positive return on

investment ratio

lmplement web-based enhancements and updates.

o By the end of 20L4, web based donations will have increased by 1-0 percent

o 20L5: Update web-page and enable mobile friendly accessibility to optimize functionality

and facilitate web based donations. Establish a 201,6-2020 web improvement plan

o 2Ot6-2020: lmplement improvements identified in the 2015 web improvement plan.

Pursue payment of

Continue to follow up on unpaid fines.

ldentify additional tools to enforce payment of fees (potential legislative authority)

o 2OI4 - 2O2O: lncrease percentage of fines collected over fines issued by L0 percent per

year

I b. Obiective: Control program operating costs

RASKC has initiated continuous improvement training and tools intended to identify efficiency opportunities

in all key business processes including: Pet Licensing, Field Services, Clinic and Shelter Operations.

lmplement Continuous lmprovement tools to increase process efficiency and limit net increases in

expenditure budget to inflation, or actual cost reductions. (lnflation: CPI-U + Population Growth)

o lncrease process efficiencies in key business areas and limit expenditure budget increases

to inflation

o 20L4-2020: Growth of expenditure budget limited to inflation.

Leverage market competition to control costs.

I Use competitive bidding to limit the cost of goods and services purchased and minimize annual

budget growth to lnflation.

o 2Ot4-2020: Growth of expenditure budget limited to inflation

Engage with Labor partners in a constructive, team oriented approach to create rewarding, efficient and

cost effective programs.

Enable individual and team based process improvement.

o 2014-2020: Growth of expenditure budget limited to inflation

I
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ll. Service Excellence

RASKC has established a hard earned reputation for providing excellent animal services. RASKC is achieving

service excellence in shelter and clinic operations; as indicated in the Technical Report:

L5 percent, is more costly to run thon alternotives. However, RASKC's high release rate ond low
euthonasio rote hqve numerous positive contributions to the progrom, including meeting expectotions of
policymakers ond stokeholders, high volunteer support hours donoted and estoblishing positive regional

i m a g e/ re p utati o n/s u p po rt.

RASKC is continuing to demonstrate service excellence, establishing valued partnerships with public and private

organizations and maintaining positive relationships with the program's 25 contract cities. Additionally, RASKC is

committed to utilizing continuous improvement tools and processes to improve the efficiency and effectiveness

of key operating processes (e.g. shelter processes/capacity; field processes/capacity, licensing

processes/ca pacity),

ln addition to quality service and process efficiencies, there is an intentional focus on addressing factors

identified in the Technical Report that impact pet retention and that facilitate fewer animals entering the system

as strays or ownersurrendered animals. Prevention, demonstrated by program efforts to educate, train, and

otherwise enable current and prospective pet owners to employ tools and techniques that facilitate pet

retention, are essential to achieving Service Excellence over the long term.

Below are the objectives, strategies and metrics which will support RASKC's Service Excellence Goal: By 2020

RASKC is operating under established cooperative ogreements with public & private portners - optimizing care for
oll onimals in the region.

ll a. Obiective: Continue high success shelter outcomes

Provide high quality animal care.

r lmplement changes to operating procedures to align with the Association of Shelter

Veterinarians' (ASV) Guidelines for Standards of Care in Animal Shelters (2010)

o 201,4-2020: Maintain live release rate - above 84 percent

o 2Ot4-2020: Meet/exceed euthanasia target - below 15 percent.

Reduce average length of stay through flow analysis and expedited disposition actions (Continuous

lmprovement program).

r Continue to encourage the use of Lean tools to increase efficiency and effectiveness of
procedures

o 2OI4: Average length of stay (cats and dogs) is less than 12 days

o 2015-2020: Average length of stay (cats and dogs) remains less than 12 days.

Maintain a healthy and rewarding volunteer network.

Foster a positive and rewarding volunteer program that aligns program needs with the interests

and abilities of volunteers
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o 20L4: RASKC will meet or exceed the 18,000 hours donated for care to animals in the
shelter

o 2015-2020: meet or exceed a minimum of three volunteer hours per animal intake.

ll b. Obiective: Meet City/County expectations for field service response

Plan and organize operations to maximize efficiency of animal control officers in the field.

. 2Ot4-2020: Meet established field response time for priority calls; Priority 1- calls at one hour -
or less, and Priority 2 calls at 4 hours -or less.

lll. Regional Leadership

RASKC's leadership in animal services has received some noteworthy recognition. Additionally, over the last two
years, RASKC has expanded partnerships with public and private animalservices organizations to increase

adoptions,increaseanimal retention,andfacilitateaccesstolowcostspayandneuterservices. Afewexamples

include:

providing small offsite cat adoption locations within their local stores (Shoreline, Bellevue, Tukwila, and

Covington). Recognizing the tremendous effofts exerted by RASKC staff and volunteers in reducing the

shelter euthanasia over the past few years, and as a leader in animal welfare, Petco approached RASKC to

apply for a grant to open a high visibility adoption center for RASKC shelter animals within their store in

Kirkland. RASKC was successful in acquiring this grant. This north King County site will be approximately

L,200 square feet for RASKC's use to adopt out sheltered cats, dogs, and small mammals. The target date

to open this adoption resource is the second quarter of 2014.

month adoption promotion during the summer of 2013. RASKC received a notable amount of media

promotion from this national event.

Humane Society, and several pet rescue groups partnered to hold a one-day adoption event in Auburn at

the Mike Scarff Subaru dealership. RASKC applied for, and received, a 52,500 grant from Subaru/ASPCA

to promote this group event.

cost sterilizations in zip code 98030, a high shelter intake zip code in south Kent. Additionally, RASKC

hosts reduced cost sterilization events provided by the Pasado's mobile spay-neuter truck at the Kent pet

adoption center each week.

Below are RASKC's objectives, strategies and metrics which will support RASKC's Regional Leadership Goal; By

2020 RASKC is o nationolly recognized regionol leoder, serving as the regional clearinghouse and o subject motter
expert

llla. Obiective: Maintain ci ty partnerships

All 25 current ILA city partners commit to remain in regional model
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2OL4 - Per the terms (Section 4b) of the 20!3-2015 lLA, for purposes of determining whether the

agreement shall be extended, the County will invite all contracting cities to meet in September

2OL4,To discuss both: (1) a possible extension of the agreement under the same terms and

conditions; and (2) a possible extension with amended terms.

2OtS - Per the terms (Section 4c) of the 2013-2015 lLA, no later than March L,2015, the parties

shall provide written notice to one another of whether they wish to extend this agreement on

the same or amended terms.

2Ot5 - Per the terms (Section 4d) of the 2013-2015 lLA, if the contracting parties wish to extend

their respective agreements (whether under the same or amended terms) through Dec.31,20L7,

they shall do so in writing no later than July L,20L5.

lll b. Obiective: Establish Long Term Stability

Maintain RASKC's quality and level of service and encourage the participation of new cities.

r Develop and implement a new operating agreement model expanding on the improvements

established in the 2013-2015 ILA and incorporate the benefits of improved program generated

revenue

o 20!6 - Establish an operating agreement or ILA that provides for longer term
commitments.

Expand partnerships with non-government organizations (NGOs) whichfocus on meeting community,

animal, and RASKC organizational needs.

t 20L4: RASKC will partner with NGOs on at least two regional spay/neuter events.
I 2015 - 2O2O: RASKC will partner with NGOs on at least four regional spay/neuter events each

year.

. 2Ot4 - 2O2O: RASKC will host/sponsor major adoption event and will include invitations to
participate to all regional shelters (PAWS, SHS, AVHS, Burien Cares, Meow).

lll c. Obiective: Expand information sharing, regional cooperation (focusing on knowledge sharing) and

saving animal lives.

2Ot4 - 2020: RASKC will host/sponsor an annual regional seminar on current shelter operational

issues and/or field animal control topics,

2014 - 2020: RASKC will focus on revenue generating strategies that help support quality animal

services throughout King County.

o Shelter deaths per L,000 human population (countywide)

o Animal Services cost per capita.

Next Steps

RASKC will work with Council staff to review existing reporting requirements, consolidate existing requirements

and incorporate the goals and measures as identified in this strategic plan, and provide an annual narrative

update to the progress achieved.
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The organization is proud of the services and value RASKC brings to our community. Providing regional animal

services is a difficult, complex and challenging undertaking, RASKC has stepped up and moved forward in a

professional and collaborative fashion and is achieving program success.

RASKC will continue to work with city partners and others to ensure the programs and services continue to
pursue the RASKC mission: Provide King County with sustainoble, cost effective animal services which protect
people and onimols, while providing compossionote animol core.
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Appendix

A. RASKC Roadmap to Reform - update May 2Ot2

B. Ordinance 17476- Proviso requirements

C. Ordinance 17476 -Technical Report - Executive Summary (full report under separate cover)

D. Field and Shelter Monitoring and Reporting (Required by King County Code 11.04.550)
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Appendix A: RASK Roadmap for Reform - update May 20L2

King County
Dow Constantine
King County Executive

Regional Animal Services of King Gounty

Roadmap for Reform

Accomplishments May 2012

The 2010 Roadmap for Reform of King County animal services began with creation of a new
regional animal services modeljointly developed by King County and its city partners. The

model preserved a regional service approach, which best provides for public health, safety,
customer service and animal welfare. Highlighted below are a number of the improvements
made since the initial 2010 roadmap.

Manaqerial and Operational lm provements

,/ The County implemented a new modelfor RegionalAnimal Services of King County
(RASKC) by entering into new contracts with cities. The initial two-year agreement is
expiring at the end of 2012, and work began in 2011 to negotiate a replacement
agreement with cities.

,/ The County has put in place a new animal services management team that is taking a
more proactive role in the operations of the shelter, the prevention and investigation of
animal cruelty and implementing other actions to improve animalwelfare.

,/ RASKC has improved animal services data collection and management through
technology upgrades that support real-time access to data in the field and more robust
tracking of animals in the shelter. lmplementation was completed in 2011, with training,
feature upgrades and added reporting in continuous development due to the flexible and
open nature of the technology employed.

,/ RASKC has improved animal care and service delivery through continuous review and
development of procedures to guide shelter and field operations, and provision of
ongoing staff training.

,/ Regional Animal Services continues to work with other organizations, including feral cat
groups, spay/neuter organizations, non-profit shelters and other government agencies to
reduce the homeless animal population in our region. One measure of the value of
these partnerships is the reduction by 78/% in the number of animals euthanized for
behavioral reasons. The number of animals euthanized for behavioral reasons has
declined from 850 in 2009 to 184 in2011.
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./ RASKC is continuing efforts to fund better outcomes for animals using donations

./ A plan for the development of new regional sheltering space to ultimately replace the
capacity provided by the Kent shelter was evaluated and put on hold pending efforts to
find funding and develop a sustainable long{erm contractual relationship with cities.

,/ Management worked with the Animal Control Officers Guild to develop creative and
responsive solutions to improve efficiency and effectiveness. The bargaining unit
agreed to forego COLA for 2011 and 2013 and to restructure the compensation for the
employees working in the pet adoption center. These negotiated changes were
instrumental to our ability to provide cost effective regional animal control services to the
residents of King County

Animal Shelterinq and Welfare

,/ The euthanasia rate has declined dramatically since 2009. The rate decreased from
17.6 percent of intakes in 2009, to 14.3 percent of intakes in2011. The live release rate
went from 78.9 percent in 2009 to 83.2 percent in2011.

./ RASKC has filled the second operations manager position to work with community
partners, develop operating procedures and ensure that those procedures are followed
This manager provides cities with monthly statistics about shelter and field services
provided under the terms of the lnter-localAgreement. The reports include response
times, summaries of activities, and the number and reasons for shelter intakes and
shelter outcomes. Licensing revenues are also provided for tracking purposes.

./ RASKC has filled the full{ime volunteer coordinator position. This has enabled greater
recruitment and support for volunteer involvement throughout the agency. Volunteers
now provide expanded animal care duties and assist in our veterinary clinic.

,/ A veterinary medical director position and two additional veterinary technician positions
have been established to provide a higher level of care in the Kent shelter. The number
of animals that died in care (including neonate foster animals) has decreased steadily
since 2009. ln 2009, 3.4 percent of intakes died in care, in 2011 lhat number dropped to
1.8 percent.

,/ RASKC has made improvements to existing facilities to prevent overcrowding, noise,
and the spread of disease. We have managed the population at the Kent shelter within
available resources to ensure proper care for animals. Two isolation trailers were added
for treatment of feline upper respiratory infections, and a dog isolation space was added.

./ RASKC is providing a more consistent level of care at the Kent shelter by consolidating
all staff at one facility. The Eastside shelter was decommissioned as a sheltering
location in 2010 and the lease expired in 201 1, when the remaining field activities were
consolidated.
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./ Staffing for the peak summer season has been improved with the use of seasonal help.
Shelter capacity has also been increased with the creation of a foster care coordinator
position and the use of more foster homes. ln 2009 19.9 percent of animal intakes were
cared for in foster care. ln 2011,27.4 percent of intakes were fostered.

./ lncreased adoption activities including lowering adoption fees during peak season,
making use of social media and press releases to communicate with the public.

./ RASKC has continued to develop partnerships with other animalwelfare organizations
to take animals for adoptions on a regular basis. ln 2009, 16.9 percent of animal intakes
were transferred to other organizations. ln 2011, 17 .4 percent of animals were
transferred.

./ Euthanasia of feral cats has declined 91.6 percent . largely due to volunteer efforts.

Animal Control & Animal Crueltv

./ RASKC has implemented procedures with the King County Sheriff's Office and other
police agencies to respond quickly and more effectively to potential animal cruelty cases
and issues of public safety, and engage police earlier in the investigation of serious
cases. Quarterly meetings are held with law enforcement from each district to improve
services, coordination and emerging issues.

,/ RASKC has developed better training for animal control officers to complete a
preliminary review of cases reported by the public as animal cruelty. This allows our
cruelty investigator to focus on substantiated cases, and not use limited resources on
unsubstantiated cases.

./ RASKC has implemented new policies and training for police dispatchers for callout of
animal control officers for after-hours emergencies.

,/ RASKC has improved case management with the King County Prosecuting Attorney
regarding animal cruelty cases.

./ The County has installed laptops in animal controltrucks for real-time access to, and
entry of, dispatch and other data.

,/ RASKC continues to refine and establish procedures to systematically identify all new
animal cruelty calls.

./ Additionalwork is undenruay to establish operating bases in north and/or east county to
provide consistent field services and a better connection with and accountability to these
areas of the county.
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Pet Licensinq

./ RASKC has established a "no-tolerance" policy for enforcement of pet licensing
Citations for offenses include added penalties when animals are not licensed.

./ Pet licensing effectiveness has improved with increased sales from 20111o2012.
January 2011to April2012 comparison shows a 20 percent increase in license sales,
from $690,000 to $818,000.

I RASKC has increased use of on-line transactions for license renewals and promoted on-
line sales for new licenses.

./ Credit card transaction capabilities are in place at the Kent shelter location. Work to
provide a field credit card acceptance method is being developed.

Next Steps

The proposed (2013-2015) lnter-local Agreement contains contract language to continue the
collaboration efforts between the County and cities. Specifically, a Joint City-County Committee
is defined to work on collaborative initiatives and identify recommendations for improving the
efficiencies and improvements of services.
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Appendix B: Ordinance 1-7476 - Proviso Requirements

Page 2 Text of RASKC Proviso, Ordinonce 17476

RASKC Proviso, Ordinqnce 17476
SECTION 99. REGIONAI ANIMAL SERVICES OF KING COUNTY
PI PROVIDED THAT:

Of this appropriation, $500,000 shall not be expended or encumbered until the executive transmits
an operational stratogio plan for regional anirnal sel'vices of King County ("IìASKC") and a motion that
accepts the operational strategic plan and the motion is passed by the council. The motion shall reference
the proviso's ordinance, ordinance section, proviso numbel and subject lnatter in both the title and body
the rnotion.

The executive Inust file the operational strategio plau, including a technioal report and motion
required by this proviso by March 3 1 , 2014, in the form of a paper original and an electronic copy with
olerk ofthe council, who shäll retain the original and provide an eleotronio copy to all councilmembers,
the council chief of staff and the lead staff for the govemmont accountabilify, oversight and financial
performance committee or its successor.

The operational strategic plan shall further the goal of developing a sustainable program for
regional animal services with sustainable funding resources, while preserving the counþr's commitment to
maintain levels of animal care and control that will protect animal and human health and safety and, to the
greatest degree praoticable, prevent injuty to propôfty and crueþ to anirnal life.

The operational strategic plan shall include, but not be limited to: prioritized medium to long-
range goals with priority outcomes, key performance measures, lneasurement targets and target dates for
eaoh goal; identification of meditrm and long-range oost reduction and revenue increasing strategies; and
annual reporting to the council.

. The operational strategio plan shall be informed by:
A. The 20L2 budget proviso responsss;
B. The report on nonpatticipating jurisdiction animal services costs required by Ordinance 17374;
C. Recommendations of the joint city-county cornmittee established by the animal services

interlocal agreement authorized by Ordinanoe 17374;
D. A technical working group consisting of RASI(C, executive and courrcil staff. TIre purpose of

the tochnical work group shall be to consider researoh, repo$s and analyses to support development ofthe
operational strategic plan; and

E. A technical repofi to be transrnitted to the council by March 3I,2014, on at least the following
issues:

1. Analysis of the factors driving high animal care and control costs in the South animal district
and unincorporated King County, including but not limited to sooietal, behavioral, geographic and
demographio. influences; :

2. Identification ofthe direct and indirect fiscal impacts of euthanasia, licensing, fees and fines
bn the regional systefil, including analysis of how these factors affect pet owner behavior;

3. An anaþsis of societal and behavioml factors that reduce shelter usage and that increase pet
licensing; and

4. An analysis ofefficiencies that could be or have been achieved in canvassing techniques and
idontification ofalternative canvassing approaches that strategically enhance licensilrg rates in pafiner
jurisdictions experiencing low lioensing rates.

The scope of the technical report is intended to be limited to the use of research tools and readily
available demographic and socio-eoonomic studies tha! may already be available in the prrblic domain
that do uot require RASKC to contraot for or otherwise procure research tools, data, and consulting

servlces,
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Appendix C: Ordinance L7476 - Technical Report - Executive Summary

Executive Summarv

As contained in Ordinance 17476; "The scope of the technical report is intended to be limited to the use

of research tools and readily available demographic and socio-economic studies that may already be

available in the public domain and do not require RASKC to contract for or otherwise procure research

tools, data and consulting services."

Highlighted below, are the summary results of the research conducted to respond to the four specific

areas. The sections that follow this summary include the detailed results, information and research

conducted to respond to the four areas.

Analysis of faæors driving high animal care dnd contol costs in the southern dnimdl contol district
and unincorporated King County, including but not limited to societal, behovioral, geographic and

d e mogra phÍc influ ences.

Costs are affected by usage the current 2OI3-2OTS lLA cost allocation model allocates

costs based on usage at an 80 percent weighting.

Costs per capita in south King County cities are generally higher than other cities in the
program,

Societal and Demographic factors include: pet owner economics such as moving, pet
ownership costs and landlord issues,

Behavioral factors include; a significantly higher percentage of surrendered animals are
non- spayed/neutered animals (relates to more objectionable animal behavior issues).

Geographic factors include; the proximity of the RASKC shelter, availability of field
animal control officers, and the availability of other non-RASKC sheltering options in

north and east King County.

ldentification of the direct and indirect fiscal impacts euthanasia, licensing, fees and fines on the
regional system, including analysis of how these factors affect pet owner behavior.

Maintaining the County's Policy of a high success shelter which meant not exceeding a

euthanasia rate of L5 percent, is more costly to run than alternatives, However,
RASKC's high release rate and low euthanasia rate have numerous positive contributions
to the program, including meeting policy-makers (citizen representatives) and
stakeholders' expectations, high volunteer support hours donated and establishing
pos itive regiona I image/reputation/su pport.

Program revenue represents nearly 55 percent of overall annual expenditures, Pet

licensing accounts for 90 percent of program revenue; fees/fines account for less than
L0 percent.

RASKC pet licensure rate of approximately 2L percent is on the higher end of animal
service programs in the country, but is insufficient to fund the overall program.

RASKC licensing fees have been adjusted twice in the last four (4)years. License fees are

currently; $30/annually for altered animals and S60/annually for unaltered. Pet

licensing expense is one of the lowest animal related expenditures for pet owners.
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Analysis of societal and behavioral factors thot reduce shelter usage ond that inueose pet licensing.

Pet retention prevents animals entering shelter. Pet retention is directly affected
by societal and behavioral factors, including;

o spay/neutering (prevents objectionable pet behaviors);
o pet obedience training;
o regular vet care;
o pets being considered part of family,
o keeping pets indoors, and
o Pre-adoption counseling, communicating realistic expectations of pet

ownership.

lncreasing pet licensure rate above the 21 percent rate with current tools is

difficult. RASKC uses mailings, direct and saturation; creates and implements
jurisdictional marketing campaigns; has a presence at dozens of events annually and
uses door to door canvassing.

An anolysis of efficiencies thot could be or hdve heen ochieved in cdnvassing techniques and
identification of alternative convossing approaches that svategically enhance licensing rates in

partner jurisdictions experiencing low licensing rates.

Recent efficiencies implemented in the RASKC canvassing program include; moving to
weekend hours when (more pet owners are at home; using improved door hangers; and
expanding canvassing to some cities - not just unincorporated King County.

Alternatives to canvassing include; marketing and event promotions, optimizing on-line
licensing, and expanding and optimizing mailing campaigns - all of which RASKC has and
continues to implement and improve upon. RASKC is evaluating a proposal to require
veterinary clinics provide pet rabies vaccination data -to ensure all vaccinated pets are
also licensed pets as pet licensure and rabies vaccination are both currently legally
required in King County.



Statistic Description 20L2L 20t32
Number of animals taken into King County's custody (lntakes

in 2012 and 20L3)

4973 4840

Average Length of stay, dog and cat, in days (by outcome
date)

13.9 L2.2

752 648Number of animals redeemed by their owners
Number of animals adopted 2497 2229

Number of animals transferred to other animal welfare
organizations or agencies

999 840

Number of animals euthanized3 662 770
Number of animals euthanized at an owner's requesta 87 81_

22L 193Number of animals euthanized due to a determination of
vicious temperaments

330 348Number of animals euthanized due to a determination that
the animal had a poor or grave prognosis of health and was

irremed ia bly sufferi ng6

Number of animal euthanized due to behavior
house soiling/un-socialized

5 B

Number of animals that die of causes other than an

administered method of euthanasia
80 BO

Number of animals spayed or neutered 21,1,8 2026
Number of animal cruelty callsT 762 7Lt
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Table 1- Field and Shelter Monitoring and Reporting as Required by King County Code

11.04.5s0

l RASKC jurisdiction includes city of Auburn in 2012 only.
2201,3 data are provisional, data as of I/7/2074.
t 

These data do not include wild rodents or bats euthanized at the request of SKCPH; includes owner-requested.
201"3 data also includes a large poultry seizure.

a Animals brought in for owner-request euthanasia are evaluated by KCACC first to determine if euthanasia is

appropriate before euthanasia is performed.

t 
KCACC does not use "vicious temperament" as a category. The number of animals euthanized for behavior

reasons (human or animal aggression, and known biters) are listed here,

' KCACC does not use "poor or grave prognosis of health and was irremediably suffering" as a category. The

number of animals euthanized for medical reasons are listed here. (does not include owner-requested as these
may be health or behavior; this includes all medical euthanasia and animals euthanized at private vet hospital.

7 Chameleon data on case numbers for investigations for Cruelty, Cruelty- Neglect, Cruelty - Welfare Check, and

Negligence.
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Statistic Description 2OL2L 20L32

Number and type of pet licenses issued
Disabled Person

J uven ile

Senior Lifetime
Senior Discount
Service Animal
Spay/Neutered
Unaltered
Temporary

Tota I

915
2204

694
LLL9L

393

80778
4644
4L48

ro4967

93s
2t3L

220
1305L

24L
75390

429L
4326

100585

Number of spay or neuter vouchers issued and redeemed8 lssued - 10

Redeemed - 2

9

2

8 Certificates may be issued one year but are not redeemed until the following year.

24
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Attachment B

Overview

RASKC 2014 Technical Report

The 2013-14 Adopted Budget, Ordinance 17476, approved the biennial operating budget for the Regional Animal
Services of King County (RASKC) subject to proviso P1, which restricted the expenditure of $500,000 pending
receipt of a technical report and an operational strategic plan. The report and plan are due by March 31, 2014.

Executive Summary

As contained in Ordinance 174'76; o'The scope of the technical repofi is intended to be limited to the use of
research tools and readily available demographic and socio-economic studies that rnay already be available in the
public domain and do not require RASKC to contract for or otherwise procure research tools, data and consulting
services."

Highlighted below, are the sumrnary results of the research conducted to respond to the four specific areas. The
sections that follow this summary include the detailed results, information and research conducted to respond to
the four areas.

Analysis offactors driving high animøl cure ønd control costs in the southern anímøl control district and
unincorporated King County, includíng but not limited to societal, behavioral, geographic and demographìc
influences.

¡ Costs are affected by usage, the current (2013-2015ILA) cost allocation model allocates costs based on
usage at an80Yo weighting.

I Costs per capita in south King County cities are generally higher than other cities in the program.
¡ Societal and Demographic factors include: pet owner economics such as moving, pet ownership costs

and landlord issues.
r Behavioral factors include; a significantly higher percentage of surrendered animals are non-

spayed/neutered animals (relates to more objectionable animal behavior issues).
I Geographic factors include; the proximity of the RASKC shelter, availability of field animal control

officers, and the availability of other non-RASKC sheltering options in nofth and east King County.

Identfficøtíon of the dírect and indirect Jiscal ímpacts euthønasia, licensing,fees andJines on the regional
system, including unalysis of how thesefuctors affect pet owner behøvior.

Maintaining the County's Policy (of a high success shelter) of not exceeding a euthanasia rate of 75Yo, is

more costly to run than alternatives. However, RASKC's high release rate and low euthanasia rate have

numerous positive contributions to the program, including meeting policy-makers (citizen
representatives) and stakeholders' expectations, high volunteer support hours donated and establishing
positive regional image/reputati on/suppor1.

Program revenue represents nearly 550lo ofoverall annual expenditures, Pet licensing accounts for 90o/o of
program revenue; fees/fines account for less than 100/o.

RASKC pet licensure rate of approximately 21% is on the higher end of animal service programs in the
County, but is insufficient to fund the overall program.
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RASKC licensing fees have been adjusted twice in the last four (4) years. License fees are currently;
$3O/annually for altered animals and $60/annually for unaltered. Pet licensing expense is one of the
lowest animal related expenditures for pet owners.

Analysis of societal and behuvioral factors that reduce sltelter usage and tltal increøse pet licensing

Pet retention prevents animals entering shelter. Pet retention is directly affected by societal and
behavioral factors, including;

o spay/neutering (prevents objectionable pet behaviors);
o pet obedience training;
o regular vet care;
o pets being considered part of family,
o keeping pets indoors, and
o Pre-adoption counseling, communicating realistic expectations of pet ownership.

Increasing pet licensure rate above the2lo/o rate with current tools is difficult. RASKC uses mailings,
direct and saturation; creates and implernents jurisdictional marketing carnpaigns; has a presence at
dozens ofevents annually and uses door to door canvassing.

An analysís of efficíencies thut could be or have been achieved in canvassing techniques and identification of
alternøtive canvassing approøches thqt straleg¡cally enhance licensing rates in partnerjurísdÍctions
experiencing low licensing rates.

Recent efficiencies implemented in the RASKC canvassing program include; moving to weekend
hours (more pet owners at home); using improved door hangers; expanding canvassing to some cities

- not just in unincorporated King County.

Alternatives to canvassing include; marketing and event promotions, optimizing on-line licensing,
and expanding and optirnizing mailing campaigns - all of which RASKC has and continues to
implement and improve upon. RASKC is considering recommending to the Executive that King
Counfy require veterinary clinics provide pet rabies vaccination data- to ensure all vaccinated pets
are also licensed pets (pet licensure and rabies vaccination are both cunently legally required in King
County).

Background

The2013-2015 Interlocal Agreement (ILA) provides for animal control/fìeld service, shelter service, and pet
licensing sales for unincorporated King County and 25 cities and towns.

For field services, unincorporated King County and the 25 cities are separated into three (3) geographic Control
Districts (districts). Eachjurisdiction is assigned to a particular district based on their physical location and
proximity to each other, with overall population and call volume also considered. While unincorporated King
County is represented in all three Control Districts, cities do not straddle a district line and are included within a
single Control District in their entirety.

For sheltering services, the County operates one (1) Pet Adoption Center to support stray and otherwise homeless
pets, with four contract cities located in north King County (Kenmore, Lake Forest Park, Shoreline, and
Woodinville) contracting directly with the Progressive Animal Welfare Society (PAWS), a local non-profit
shelter provider located in Snohomish County (Lynnwood), for sheltering services.
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Figure 1.,A.nimal Control Districts per the 2013 Interlocal Agreement - RASKC
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For a list of the cities within each control district, please see Appendix A.

Report

1. Analysis of factors driving high animal câre ând control costs in the southern animal control district and
unincorporated King County, including but not limited to societal, behavioral, geographic and demographic
influences;

For purposes of this repoft, RASKC defined "high costs," as costs, "where the price of allocated services is
signihcantly greater than other jurisdictions in the same program, operating under the same rules and regulatory
expectations." This report does not analyze the cost of other programs, nor the price paid by other programs,
parlicularly those located outside of King County; some considerations of other municipal programs located within
the borders of King County are included. Note:Actual cost is also a somewhat subjective term, as many jurisdictions
do not track the full cost, including: overhead, central services, capitalized investments, etc.

In addition to cost as defined above, an alternative perspective borrows from the International City-County
Management Association (ICMA). The Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) reported that $4 to $7 per
capita is the budgeting recommendation for anirral control programs per the ICMA8. Althougli more detailed
information directly from the ICMA (or HSUS) was not identified, and no date was associated with the quoted range,
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this reporl will compare this range to the RASKC program, at the individual jurisdiction level, and overall at the
program level.

The RASKC program allocates cost to participating jurisdictions and unincorporated King County based on a
negotiated and effectively fixed allocation factor. The negotiated rate was initially established by first identifying the
three primary usage indicators, one for each ofthe three services areas, for all participatingjurisdictions. These
include: calls for service (control), animal intakes (slielter), and licenses issued (pet licensing). A fourth factor,
population, is also used in the cost allocation fonnula. Until 2013, RASKC allocated cost for each of the three
services, to each ofthe participatingjurisdictions, based on their respective usage (calls, intakes, or licenses) 50Yo, and
population 50o/oto arrive at a pro rata share of program costs. ln2013, the baseline allocation utilized the same four
factors, but usage was adjusted to allocate 80% of the cost, with population used to allocate the remaining20%.

The allocation of cost within the RASKC program is important because the perception of high.cost, in part, is due to
the impact of shifting actual cost to create greater parity between usage (demand for service) and the amount paid for
service. The overall operating budget for RASKC has declined annually since 2012, adjusting for efficiencies
generated in the delivery of service, fewer animals entering the system, and one less parlicipating jurisdiction.

A premise of the regional program is that due to the significant level of fixed costs associated with the delivery of
animal care and control services, as well as the unique and highly specialized nature of the business, it is more
efficient to provide such services on a regional basis and leverage the investment in staffand program resources
across a gr eafer number of j urisdicti ons/communities.

Understanding that within tlie RASKC program, usage drives the allocation of cost, the more relevant question is,
"what drives usage?"

There are likely other factors that contribute to relatively high (or low) usage, but societal, behavioral, geographic
and demographic influences are the primary categories explored for this report.

Societal Influences

Societal influences, those associated with how people influence the beliefs and behaviors ofother people, appears to
be a topic of multiple and varied research projects and reports, but when associated specifically to animal care and
control, there are fewer published reports to draw from. Over the past decade, more data and research has been
collected, though not to the level of specificity or geographic location than would be desired. Although a few helpful
reports were identified, the single most comprehensive resource identified for this report, was the American
Veterinary Medical Association's (AVMA) published 2012 AVMA US Pet Ownership and Demographic
Sourcebook. Purchased for this repofi, the data and effort behind the AVMA Sourcebook has been particularly
relevant, timely, and thorough.

The cost of sheltering reflects just over half of the overall cost of the RASKC program, so an analysis of the factors
that impact shelter intakes is essential to an overall understanding ofcost drivers.

In King County, as can be seen in Figure 2 (below), the quantity of intakes has noticeably declined over the past

decade (by more than 50o/o), with significantly fewer animals entering the system in the past five (5) years. Intakes
experienced over the last two (2) years seem to demonstrate a new norm, with two consecutive years of essentially
5,000 intakes.
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Figure 2. Time trendl
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There are a nurlber of causes and contributing issues associated with the decline in intake over the years. Until
2010, King County provided service to 34 of 39 cities in King County. In 2010, a new ILA was signed with26
cities for a two and a half (2.5) year term. In2013, a new successor agreement was executed with 25 jurisdictions
represented in the program, in addition to unincorporated King County. Some of the decline in overall intakes
can be associated with fewer jurisdictions being served.

In more recent years, a greater emphasis has been placed on providing increased alternatives for pet owners
considering surrendering their pets to the shelter. Owners are provided additional tools to help eliminate or
mitigate aggravating animal behaviors that lead owners to sumender their pets. Surrendering one's pet is often not
an immediate option unless there are exigent circumstances. The effect of the limitation on owner surrenders in
more recent years (at RASKC) can be seen in the following chart (Figure 3);

Figure 3. Time Trend Source of Animal
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Recent data from 2008 through 2012 shows the decrease in intake depicted in Figure 2 is seen in both of the
largest intake groups, stray animals and owner surrendered animals depicted in Figure 3. So while accepting
owner surrendered animals may be a factor, clearly it is not entirely the reason for fewer intakes. Declining
intakes is not a unique experience, many jurisdictions locally and nationally experienced significant declines in
pet intakes2. Although evidence to suppoft the theory is limited, some speculate the decline may be due to the
increase in access to spay and neuter (pet sterilization) services and by addressing feral cats outside ofthe shelter
system through trap, neuter and return (TNR) efforts.

t 
2OO2-2o01 data: Animals handled = intake + carryover from previous year; from"'At a glance: Pet license and shelter statistics" K¡ng County

Website - accessed 9112.2008-201,2 data are total intakes from Chameleon data system.

2 Peter Marsh ,2010, Replacing Myth with Math: Using Evidence-Based Programs Ío Eradicate Shelter Overpopulation,
http://www.shelteroveroopulation.ors/SOS Chapter-l.pdI accessed 0110612014,6-9,
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Figure 4 (below) provides data on the detailed source of animals impounded at RASKC in2012. V/ith 4,978
intakes, almost T)Yowere stray, followed by owner sunender (15%) and confiscations associated with cruelty
cases (5%). Stray animal intake is by far the largest intake type. These animals are brought in both by citizens to
the shelter or are picked up by Field officers.

Figure 4. Source of Animal (Intake type)
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There were 3,427 stray intakes in2012. Figure 5 (below) demonstrates that stray intakes are driven by Citizen
over the counter (OTC) (66%) drop offs at the shelter in Kent.

Figure 5. Stray Animal Source
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With the predominant intake being stray animals, and the largest source of stray animals being citizen drop off s

at the Kent shelter, a geographic effect of proximity would be expected to be seen in the data, and it is.

The RASKC Pet Adoption Center (PAC) is located in the City of Kent. Cities located in south King County, and
particularly those close to the physical location of the RASKC Pet Adoption Center (Covington, Enumclaw,
Tukwil4 Auburn, Kent and SeaTac) have the highest per capita intake rates in the RASKC program based on
2017 da|a. Otherjurisdictions, particularly those located further north, benefit from the existence ofprivate/non-
profit animal sheltering programs that likely receive hundreds of stray and owner relinquished animals per year
from their local communities, avoiding entry into the RASKC shelter program. Exactly how many local animals
are supported annually through private agencies is not known.
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It rnay also be the case that owners who have decided to relinquish their pets are simply calling their unwanted pet

a "stray," to avoid the potential oftheir pet not being accepted by the shelter. Janet M Scarlett, Cornell
University's College of Veterinary Medicine, authored a paper in 2008 titled: "lnterface of epidemiology, pet
population, issues and policy." In citing an earlier study (DiGiacomo, et al,1999), Scarlett noted that, "based on
in-depth interview protocol with a small sample of people following surrender of their animals revealed that most
people struggled for an extended period before relinquishrnent.o' She then concludes, o'The data help explain why
strategies such as telling people at the time of their suruender that the anirnal will be euthanized does little to
change owner's decisions." While pre-surrender counseling at RASKC does not threaten potential euthanasia,
nor is euthanasia even a likely outcorne, if the above in-depth interviews are considered, it is not unreasonable to
conclude that owners will do or say what they need in order to successfully surrender their pet. Based on this
observation, while owner surrenders represents only 15%o of intakes, a fairly signifìcant number of "stray" intakes
may actually be from owner surrenders.

The second most significant source of intakes, Field Officers, may also be related to the quantity and availability
of officers in the field. Prior to 2010, King County had more than doubled the number of animal control officers
in the field than are deployed today under the current model. Fewer officers and less time per officer to pick up
strays in the field may be a contributing factor, though data collection on intake source was not as detailed as it is
today, making it difficult to validate such an assumption locally.

In looking to identify the likely societal influences that result in animals entering the shelter, a study published in
the Journal of Applied Animal Welfare Science, by Dr. Salman and the National Council on Pet Population
Study & Policy3, was reviewed. Dr. Salmon's repofi revealed multiple reasons for pet relinquishment. Several
were common to both dogs and cats. These reasons included moving, landlord not allowing pets, too many
animals in household, cost of pet maintenance, owner having personal problems, inadequate facilities for a pet,

and no homes available for littermates. Other reasons for cats being surrendered included allergies in the family,
house soiling, and incompatibility with other pets. Other reasons reported for dogs were lack of time for them,
illness of the dog, and biting. A notable observation by RASKC in reviewing this report is that eight out of ten
reasons for both dogs and cats may be considered "people problems" rather than direct animal issues. Tablel -
Top Ten Reasons to Surrender Pets (below) lists the top 10 reasons noted in Dr. Salmon's report for why pet
owners sunender their pets.

Table 1 - Top Ten Reasons to Surrender Pets

Dog Cat
1. Moving 1. Too many in house
2. Landlord issues 2. Allersies
3. Cost of pet maintenance 3. Moving
4. No time for pet 4. Cost of pet maintenance
5. Inadequate facilities 5. Landlord issues

6. Too many þets in home 6. No homes for littermates
7. Pet illness(es) 7. House soiline
8. Personal problems 8. Personal problems

9. Bitine 9. Pet illness(es)
10. No homes for littermates 10. Inadequate facilities

In another report, Risk factors for relinquishment of dogs to an animal sheltera (American Veterinary Medical
Association), by Dr. Patronek and his group, studied reasons associated with increased risk of relinquishment of
dogs to an Indiana shelter.

' Salman, MD, et al, (199S). Human and Animal Factors Related to the Relinquishment of Dogs and Cats in l2 Selected
Animal Shelters in the U.S.A., Journal of Applied Animal Welfare Science, 1(3):207-226.

a Patronek GJ, Glickman LT, Beck AM, McCabe GP, & Ecker C (1996). Risk factors for relinquishment of dogs to an animal shelter. J

Am, Vet. Med, Assoc. 209 (3): 572-58L
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Dr. Patronek's study indicated that dogs that remained sexually intact were three times rnore likely to be

surrendered to the shelter. It was reasoned that these intact dogs were also signifìcantly more likely to exhibit
unwanted behaviors, such as inappropriate elimination (male cat spraying) or unwanted chewing. It was estimated
the almost one-third of all dogs surrendered to the shelter were attributed to a dog's sexually intact status. This
study suggested that pet sterilization programs have influence beyond managing the size of the pet population to
also influence relinquishment rates. It also supports pre-release sterilization policies (where all dogs are sterilized
prior to release rather than released in lieu ofa deposit) because such sterilization will increase the success of
dogs adopted from the shelter being retained in an adoptive home. The same study also found that dog training
after acquisition reduced the risk that a dog would be surrendered to the shelter.

Finally, an increased risk of relinquishment was found related to an owner's expectation about the amount of care
needed for a dog. Almost one-third of the relinquishments were attributed to an owner's underestimate of the
amount of work that would be required to care for the dog. This was found to be parlicularly true for dogs adopted
from shelters where owners were significantly more likely to report that the dog required Íìore care than expected.

Dr. Patronek and his study group also studied feline relinquishments to an Indiana shelter.5 Like dogs, an

increased risk of feline relinquishment was found with being sexually intact. Intact, unsterilized cats were four
times more likely to be relinquished. It was reasoned that undesirable behaviors such as inappropriate elimination
and aggression toward people were related with being sexually intact. Almost one-third of feline surenders to the
shelter were attributed to being sexually intact.

Also, like the findings with dogs, programs that increase the sterilization of owned cats help manage the size of
the cat population and reduce the rate at which owned cats are relinquished to local shelters. This emphasizes the
desirability of sterilizing cats prior to adoption to maximize new adoption retention.

Unrealistic expectations about the amount of work required to care for the animal was also associated with an
increased risk of relinquishment of cats as well.

In a third study reviewed for this technical report, Characteristics of shelter-relinquished animals and their owners
cornpared with animals and their owners in U.S. pet-owning householdsu, OJ"* Jr. and Dr. Salman et al., 2000),
was the first study to report on the common lack of knowledge among pet owners about whether a female pet
would benefit frorn having a litter before being sterilized. About half of all (dog and cat) owners in pet-owning
households either thought that a female animal would benefit from having a litter or did not know. This lack of
knowledge has a large potential effect as we have seen in previously described studies by Patronek, sexually
intact animals are more likely to be suruendered to a shelter.

In addition to the above mentioned benefits of spaying or neutering pets, the American Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) has posted on their website the, "The Top 10 Reason to Spay or Neuter Your
Pet" (http://www.aspca.org/pet-care/top-10-reasons-spay-or-neuter-your-pet). The top two reasons listed by the
ASPCA are:

#1 - Your female pet will live a longer, healthier life. Spaying helps prevent uterine infections and breast
cancer, which is fatal in about 50 percent ofdogs and 90 percent ofcats. Spaying your pet before her first
heat offers the best protection from these diseases.

#2 - Neutering provides major health benefits for your male. Besides preventing unwanted litters,
neutering your male companion prevents testicular cancer, if done before six months of age.

5 Patronek GJ, Glickman LT, Beck AM, McCabe GP, & Ecker C (1996). Risk factors for relinquishment of cats to an animal shelter
J. Am. Vet. Med. Assoc. 209 (3):582-588.
6 New Jr. JC, Salman MD, King M, Scarlett JM, Kass PH, & Hutchinson JM (2000). Characteristics of shelter-relinquished animals
and their owners compared with animals and their owners in U.S. pet-owning households. J, Appl. Animal Welfare Sci. 3 (3): 179-
201.
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Geographic and Demographic Influences

What factors or influences, from a geographic perspective, help identify why certain communities in King County
have higher usage than others, is difficult to determine. Looking at the geographic distribution of usage with the
RASKC system may help identify potential geograpliic factors.

In looking af2071 actual usage data byjurisdiction, the data clearly shows the prevalence ofusage in those cities
in the southern poftion of the County. For purposes of comparing usage among rnultiple jurisdictions of varying
populations, a rate per 1,000 population provides a more comparable number, though corrparability across the
board is not parlicularly useful for jurisdictions with relatively few residents. As directed by the budget proviso
calling for this report, certain repofis and resources were to help inform this Technical report. As such, in2072,
data for jurisdictions not parl of the RASKC program was gather for the most recent complete year,2011. For
this reason 2011 data from the RASKC program is also used.

The following table (Table 2) shows the 26 municipal jurisdictions in the RASKC program and unincorporated
King County.

Table 2 - Animal Services Program Data 2011 - RASKC

Field call rate - The number of field calls divided by the population (in 1,000's) is refered to in this repoft as the
field rate. For the data in Table2, this 2011 rate ranges from a low of zero (no reported field calls) in the Town of

?OLL

lntake
Rate/1K

Population

City Population
Field

calls
F¡eld Call

Rate/1K
C¡ty Population

Animal

lntakes

Beaux Arts 0.00300 Beaux Arts 300 0.0c

Mercer lsland 22,7tO 21 0.92 Yarrow Pt r.,005 0.0c

Yarrow Pt 1,005 1 1.00 Woodinville 10,940 0,0c

\lyde Hill 2,985 3 1.01 Lake Forest Park t2,6L0 0.0c

Redhpnd 55,150 87 1.58 Kenmore 20,780 0.0c

sammaòiqh 46,940 85 1.81 Shoreline 53,200 0.0c

Snoqualmie \ 10,950 27 2.47 Mercer lsland 22,710 10 o.44

Bellevue \ r23,400 377 2.57 Sammamish 46,940 33 o.7c

Kirkla nd 67,522 188 2.78 Redmond 55,150 47 0,85

Woodinvìlle 3.O21.0,940 33 Snoqualmie 10,950 10 0.91

Unincorporated North \za,ass ?82 3.58 Clyde Hill 2,985 3 1.01

Shoreli ne sþoo 202 3.80 Kirkland 67,522 79 t.l1
Newcastle ro,¿rÒ .40 3.84 Newcastle LO,4tC 13 L.25

Maple Valley 22,930 \ag 3.88 Bellevue 723,40C 174 1,.41

Kenmore 20,780 òs, 4.O9 lssaquah 30,69C 55 7.79

Lake Forest Park 1,2,670 54 \ 4.2s Carnation t,78C 5 2.A7

lssaquah 30,690 132 \30 Duvall 6,715 23 3.43

Black Diamond 4,L60 1.8 4.3à North Bend 5,83C 26 4.46

Unincorporated East 87,599 418 4.77 :.Maple Vallev 22,93C 108 4.7r
Duval I 6,715 34 5.06 Un\corporated KC 266,763 1,383 5.18

Kent 5.19118,200 674 Black Dìa{nond 4,164 24 s.77

Unincorporated (All) 266,763 1,,483 5.56 Covington \ n,644 137 7.77

Tukwila 19,050 72r 6.35 Enumclaw \ 10,92Q 95 8.70

Auburn 70,705 503 7.tt Tukwila 19,050 195 r0.24

North Bend 5,830 42 7.2C Auburn \ 70,70s 809 71,.44

Carnation 1,780 13 7.3C Kent ìr¡,zoo 7,47L 71.94

SeaTac 27,LIQ 200 7.38. SeaTac 27,lìH 325 11.99

Covington 77,640 132 7.48 RASKC 1.,041,395 \ 4,965 4.77

Unincorporated South 100,305 783 7.81

Enumclaw t0,924 110 10.01

RASKC 1,047,395 4,634 4.45
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Beaux Arts Village to 10.07lper 1,000 population in the City of Enumclaw. Within RASKC, the overall average
number of calls per 1,000 population was 4.45 calls.

Due to the differences in how calls are tracked in other jurisdictions, the calculated rates may not be comparable.
The calls attributable to jurisdictions in the RASKC program include only the first of a particular incident and
only priority calls for seruice. Infonnation only calls are excluded, as are multiple calls associated with the same

incident. In jurisdictions not part of the RASKC program, the methodology for defining, recording, and repofting
calls may be different; to avoid the tendency to compare other non-RASKC jurisdictions directly, the municipal
jurisdictions not part of the RASKC program are shown separately in Table 3.

Table 3 Population, Calls for Service and Animal Intakes in Other Jurisdictions (located within King
County)

2OLL

CÌty* Population
Field

Calls

Field Call

Rate/1K
City Population

Animal

lntakes

lntake

Rate/1K

Population

{ormandy Park 6,34! 54 8.51 'lormândy Park 6,345 12 1.89

:ederal Way 89,37( 120( 13.5( ]othell *,12t 11; 3.41

]urien 47,66( 66É 14.0( ìenton 92,59( 35( 3.78

ì€nton 92,59( 1321 14.3( :ederal Way 89,37( 38; 4.3':

)es Mo¡nes 29,68( 50! 16.9( )es l\¡oines 29,68( 5.5:

t4¡lton 6,97! 13C 18.6( ;eattle 612,10( 480: 7.8:

lothell 33,72( 81t 24.r( )ur¡en 47,66( 48t L0.21

;eattle 612,10( 15553 25.4( vl¡lton 6,91! 1t 11.11

)ac¡fic 6,60: 185 28.0( )acif¡c 6,60! 9( 13.6:

\lgona 3,osr 10É 34.7(. \lgona 3,05: 5, 17.61

ikykomish 19! 3Í 184.6C ikykomish 195 41.0:

Notes: Erlùdès Hunts point and Medinã

Data on cost is derived from 2011 data prov¡ded by non-RASKC cities or from RASKC for 2011 final gross cost.

Shelter intake rate - Similar to the field rafe, a shelter intake rate for impoundments can be calculated (quantity of
intakes/population in 1,000s). It should be noted that several cities in north King County (Kenmore, Lake Forest
Park, Shoreline, and Woodinville) impound animals at a privatelnon-profìt service provider, the Progressive
Animal Welfare Society (PAWS), and PAWS data is not represented. For RASKC cities, the data shows that the
intake rate (a majority of which are from stray and owner surrendered animals) for cities with impoundments
range from 0.4411,000 in Mercer Island to 11.9911,000 in SeaTac. Outside of the RASKC program, the rate
ranges from 8.51 To 34.70 (excluding the Town of Skykornish). The literature reports that communities with
relatively high poverty rates tend to have higher shelter intake ratesT.

Field call rate and shelter intake rate are strongly conelated, Those cities with large numbers of field calls
(activity related to animals) have correspondingly large shelter intake rates. It is notable that cities in south King
County predominate on the upper spectrum of this rate range, that is they have greater numbers of field calls and
intakes on a per 1,000 population rate.

The following two usage maps help illustrate the geographic distribution of usage as well as the prevalence of
usage in the south King County region.

7 Marsh, P. (201 0). Replacing Myth with Math: Using Evidence-Based Programs to Eradicate Shelter Overpopulation, I 0



Figure 6 - RASKC 2011 Field Call Rates per 1,000 Population
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Figure 7 - RASKC 2011 Animal Intake Rates per 1,000 Population
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Cost/per capita- For RASKC cities, 2011 final allocated cost is used to determine a cost per capita rate
(cost/population). As noted above for calls and intakes, and earlier for tracking program costs, jurisdictions
account for and track program expenditures differently, so a direct comparison may not fully represent an
appropriate or reasonable comparison. Nonetheless, using 201 1 population data published by the Washington
State Office of Financial Management, RASKC cost allocation data, and cost infonnation provided by
jurisdictions outside of the RASKC program, program cost per capita was calculated.
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Table 4 - Allocated Cost, Cost Per Capita, and Median Incolne for RASKC Jurisdictions

Other cities in King County that are not paft of the RASKC program:

Table 5 - Allocated Cost, Cost Per Capita, and Median Income in Other Jurisdictions (located in King

Notes: Exludes Hunts Point and Medlñâ

Datâ oñ cost is derived from 2011 dâta prov¡ded by ñoñ-RASKC cities or from RASKC for 2OX1 f¡nal gross cost.

Generally the cost represents the total allocated cost for sheltering, field and licensing. The expenses that several
north King County cities have for sheltering at PAWS are not included, and are reflected in relatively low
reported cost per capita. Several non-RASKC cities have other city departments or outside agencies provide
licensing services and those costs may not be reflected in their financial data.

For RASKC jurisdictions in20ll, the cost per capita ranges from $2.46 (Woodinville) to $7.70 (Auburn and
SeaTac), The average cost per capita (including all allocated costs for 26 cities and unincorporated King County)
is $5.00. King County provides for a number of program resources that are not included in the cost allocation

20LL

C¡ty Popu lat¡o n Allocated Cost Cost Per
Cap¡ta

ACS Med¡an
lncome syr Ave

(2()11)

Algoña 3,Oss S 12,9a4 54.25 563,e7a
Borhell 33,724 S4 1,39o S1- 23 57o,93s
Burlen 47,660 S12o,ooo s2.s2 Ssl,asa

29,640 5a26,7a7 s4.27 s60,762

49,370 Sasa,74a s 1.7a Sss,a46
M¡lton 6,975 529,644 54.2s N/A

\ormãndy Park 6,345 S1,soo 50.24 sao,333

5,6O5 s2A,O7A $4.25 5s2,sa7

92,59O 5271,43O S2.93 564,A29

;eattle 6a2,aoo 53,O3O,OOO 54.9s 551,as6
;kykomish 195 so So.oo S3o,ooo
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model, as well as negotiated credits to multiple jurisdictions in the RASKC program. Taking into consideration
the added cost to King County, the overall program cost per capita in 2011 was $5.81. The cost per capita in
jurisdictions not in the RASKC program ranges from $1.23 (Bothell) to $4.95 (Seattle).

HSUS benchmark - The Humane Society of the United States reports that $4 - $7 per capita is the budgeting
recommendation for animal control programs per the International City/County Management Associations.
Independent efforts were made to retrieve this data from the association, however King County is not a member
of the association and the information was not available from the association's web site. In addition to not being
able to clarify what all was intended to be included in $4 to $7 range, the timeframe that this range is intended to
represent was not identified. RASKC does note that a recent document online from the Humane Society of The
United States indicates that as of 2009, o'On average, communities in the United States spend approximately $8
per capita for animal shelters."e

The examination of Figure 6 - Field Call Rates, and Figure 7 - Shelter Intake Rates shows the geographic
distributions of these data, with the highest rates in the southern area of King County. Table 4 - Allocated Cost,
Cost Per Capita, and Median Income for RASKC Jurisdictions (above), and Figure 8. Cost per Capita (below),
shows a coresponding higher cost of animal services per capita parlicularly for southern cities in King County.

Figure 8 - RASKC 2011 Allocated Cost per Capita

È
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Finally, Table 4 (above) and Figure 9 - Five (5) Year Average Annual Median Income (below), details median
income from the American Communities Survey 2011 for RASKC cities. The median income data suggests a
coresponding lower median income for many cities/areas with high field call and shelter intake rates.

8 http;//www.humanesociety.org/assets/pdß/pets/puppy_mills/puppy_mills_facts_frgu res-!013 2.pdf
e http://www.humanesociety.org/animal-communitv/reõurceVtimilines/animal-shãlterinLtrends.html, accessed 01106/2014.



Figule 9 - Five (5) Year Average Annual Median Income
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Other Demographic Factors

The AVMA 2012 Sourcebook indicates that, parlicularly for dogs and only slightly less for cats, owners who
consider their pet part of the family were significantly less likely to sunender their pet than those who considered
their cat or dog a pet/companion or property. The same association is tied to veterinary care, in that dogs and
cats considered part of the family were also more likely to have visited a veterinarian in the past year, and not
surprisingly, regular veterinary visits was associated with a lower likelihood of relinquishment. Also, dogs and
cats living indoors were less likely to be surrendered than those living outside.

2, Direct/Indirect fiscal impacts of euthanasia/licensing/fees/fines - effect on regional system, including analysis of
how these factors affect pet owner behavior

Euthanasia

Ln2007, King County policy established the percentage rate associated with the euthanasia of dogs and cats in the
King County program. As identified in the KCC, 1 1.04.500 Euthanasia rate targets, the current percentage of
dogs and cats euthanized cannot exceed 15% of intake. In Figure 10 - Annual Euthanasia Rates (below) RASKC
has demonstrated considerable success in reducing the percentage of animals euthanized. The attainment of a
euthanasia rate below 150% reflects a high level of commitment to the quality and level of care provided to
animals entrusted to the County's care. Over the past six (6) years, King County has made substantial changes to
how animal care is provided including: additional space/capacity was created, staffing to support key elements of
a model animal care program were approved and implemented, labor agreements allowing greater participation
from volunteers and foster homes were approved, and policies, procedures and training were updated to reflect the
new level and quality ofcare.
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Figure 10 - Annual Euthanasia Rates (RASKC)
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Key staffing adjustments made over the past several years and that are associated with a model program include a
dedicated ofÊsite animal placement position, a volunteer coordinator, a foster care coordinator, and additional
veterinary medical staff. The investment in a volunteer coordinator has resulted in the implementation and
maintenance of a robust volunteer program, with over 700 active volunteers and tens of thousands of volunteer
hours donated each year. The foster care coordinator works with and supports hundreds of families who
volunteer their home to care for hundreds of shelter animals too young or ill to be adopted, providing loving
attention and individual care until the pet is ready for adoption.

Operating a high success shelter is financially more costly to run than other alternative program models, however
the high live release rate and low euthanasia function as positive motivating factors, both of which contribute to
the high level of success attained by the program. The increased performance of staff and community
involvement (strong volunteer effoft) are byproducts of this shelter success, wanting to aid in an effective
campaign to help our County's neediest animals and seeing results. To gain an understanding of the economic
impact of RASKC volunteers, by placing a value on volunteer time, even if at minimum wage ($9.19/hr), for the
2013 shelter hours (as of l2l20ll3) of 18,135 hours (ignoring all foster volunteer hours) would total over
$166,000 in donated time.

Non-Pet Licensing Program Revenue (Fees and Fines)

King County Code (KCC) Section 11.04.035 License Fees and Penalties, establishes fees, fìnes, and other charges
that RASKC is authorized to charge. These fees and fìnes include civil penalties, pet license fines, fees for
adoption, kenneling, animal redemption, and more. All RASKC member cities have adopted Title 11 KCC by
reference or have adopted substantially similar municipal code, including the fee table cited above. Fees
prescribed by KCC may be waived by the Manager of Regional Animal Services, when to do so would further the
goals of the Regional Animal Services Section and are in the public interest.

In King County, all revenue from fees and fines collected by RASKC, are deposited to the Animal Services Fund.
The Animal Services Fund was established exclusively to supporl the Regional Animal Services program. Of the
nearly $3.0M collected in operating revenues to support the RASKC pl'ograrn, most (90%) comes from the sale of
Pet Licenses, the remaining program generated revenue comes from fees for services provided and fines issued
and collected.
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As a revenr,re source, civil penalties and fees for service were $266,000, in 201 1 . The 2013 Estimated Payment
Calculation (Attachrnent C- 1 of the 2013 ILA) is based on experience fi'om 201 1 , adjusted to exclude the City of
Auburn. In the past year', the "no tolerance" policy established in late 2010 stafted to show a rrore significant
irnpact on overall prograln revenue, if only to partially offset a cotnbination of fees (Hauling, Adoption,
Kenneling, and Reden-rption) that have declined with the downwald cycle of animal intakes.

The Non-Licensing Program Revenue Table below, identifies each of the non-licensing revenue accounts, the
associated fees and/or fines, estimated annual l'evenue for 2073, and a description of the variables that impact
non-licensing income revenue:

Table 6: Non-Licensing Program Revenue

Revenue
Account

Associated Fee/Fine (s) Annual
Estimcte

t2013)

Variables that Impact Revenue

Pet License
Fines

$250 - Unaltered dog or cat
$125 - Unlicensed Altered dog or cat

$29, I 85 Number of Officers in the Field
# ofcalls received
# ofcalls responded to
Rate of licensing compliance
No tolerance Policy
Effectiveness of collection efforts

Late Fees $ 1 5 - Late 45 - 90 days following
license expiration
$20 - Late 90 - 135 days following
license expiration
$30 - Late 135 days following license
Expiration

$ 13,265 # ofpet owners that do not renew their pet
Licenses on time.
# ofnotices issued to pet owners
Ability to process late fees via ePets.

Civil
Penalties

$50 - No previous similar violations
$100 - one previous similar violation
$1,000 (max) - double the rate of the
previous penalty

$500 - vicious animal violation within
one year

$1,000 vicious animal subsequent
violations within one year

$25 First leash law violation within
one year

$50 Additional violations within one
year
$500 Animal abandonment

$32,515 # of Officers in the Field
# ofcalls received
# ofcalls responded to
# ofrepeat offenses
Civil Penalty level set by code
Effectiveness of collection efforts

Deceased
Pickup

$50 Fee for in-field pick up ofan
owner's deceased Unlicensed Pet

s240 # ofcalls requesting service for unlicensed
pets

Availability of officers to provide low
prioriÛ service requests

Hurnane
Euthanasia

$50 - Owner requested euthanasia of
unlicensed Pet

s2,146 # of customers with unlicensed pets

requesting service.
General customer knowledge of service
availability

Pet Adoption $75 - 5250 per animal based on
adoptability

$68,697 # of animals available for adoption

Quality of animals available for adoption
Types of anirnals available for adoption
Market dernand for animal adoptions
Marketing efforts
Perception of the program

Micro-
chipping

$25 - Optional micro-chipping for
adopted pets.

s22,439 # of anirnals adopted out
# ofcustomers requesting service
Availability of staff to perform the service
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Revenue
Account

Associated Fee/Fine {s) Annual
Estimate

(2013)

Variables that Im¡lact Revenue

Kenneling $20 per 24 hours or portion thereof $ 19,025 # ofstray anirnals picked up by the general
public and delivering thern to the Pet
Adoption Center.
# of stray anilnals picked up by Animal
Control Officers in the field.
Length of stay in the shelter
Owner's abiliry to find a lost pet

Anirnal
Control
Haulins

lmpound or Redernption -
$45 - Livestock, small
$45 - Livestock. laree or actual cost

$27s # of livestock picked up or irnpounded

Spay -
Neuter
Deposit

$ I 50 (deposit) per anin, al $200 # of unaltered anirnals leaving the shelter
pending spay or neuter surgery.

Impound/
Redemption

$45 - First impound within one year

$85 - Second in.rpound within one year

$ 125 - Third in.rpound within one year

sr7,82s # of stray animals redeemed by their owner
Pet owner's willingness and ability to
retrieve their pet.

The effectiveness offees and fines on the regional system vary by the types offees and fines. Fines are generally
intended to discourage actions and/or behaviors that are inconsistent with responsible pet ownership. While
several hundred fines are issued by offìcers each year, and annual fine related revenue is $70K to $100K, a
significant percentage of monetary fines are never paid. When the payment of a fine is not received, and after
signifrcant follow up efforls have been unsuccessful, the outstanding fines/payments are refened to a private
collection agency contracted with King County. Unfofiunately, transmittal to the collection agency is often the
end ofthe road, There are no other efficient and cost effective tools to help enforce payment such as those
available for unpaid parking tickets or driving violations.

Many of the service oriented fees are intended to help off-set the cost of providing the service associated with the
fee, the market rate of the service, or as may be adjusted from time to time to fufther the interests of the program
(no-fee adult cat adoption promotions).

Pet Licensins

Pet licensing is the primary program generated revenue source, representing approximately 90% of prograrn
generated revenue. All revenue from pet licensing is deposited to the Animal Services fund and is used
exclusively to suppoft the provision of animal services. While all of the non-Pet licensing related revenue is used
to help offset program costs at the aggregate level, benefiting all program participants, revenue from the sale of
pet licenses are attributed directly to the jurisdiction in which the owner of the pet resides. Cities in the RASKC
program benefit by the ability to reduce their allocated cost by the amount ofpet licensing revenue collected
within their respective jurisdictions.

Because pet licensing directly supports the provision of animal care and control services, and locally helps to
directly offset the cost allocated to cities for these services, the fee functions as a user fee for pet owners, with
both direct monetary and service oriented benefits (such as a free ride home without penalties, longer redemption
period in lieu of adopting out after the stray hold period, no-fee humane euthanasia and disposal, vacation alert,
and more), as well as contributing to the overall animal welfare safety net that includes a highly successful pet
adoption center, proactive investigation and prosecution ofanimal cruelty and abuse cases, neighborhood
complaint resolution, etc.

RASKC has a robust rnarketing efforl associated with pet licensing. Over 100,000 licenses are issued annually,
with approximately l5o/o attrition being offset by the sale of new licenses each year. Through on-line access, pet
licenses are available throughout the County, with over 450 pet license sales partners, including all 25 contracting
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cities, as well as over 100 local veterinary clinics and veterinary hospitals that have partnered with RASKC to
increase access to and awareness ofpet licensing.
As the prirnary program revenue sollrce, pet licensing should have the capacity to suppofi an even greater
percentage of the overall proglarn and reduce the alnount paid by cities and King County for services provided.

Estimated Rate of Iricense Compliance

When evaluating pet license compliance, there is little external data to rely on or to assist with local
validation. Shorl of local surveys or sorre other mechanism to obtain actual pet popr"rlations in local
King County communities, King County has used the American Veterinary Medical Association
(AVMA) rnethodology for estimating the population of pets (cats and dogs) within a community to assist
with estirnating pet license cornpliance. The AVMA methodology is a relatively standard measure often
used in the industry, and it is the rnethod used by RASKC. The rates associated with the AVMA chart
below (Table 6) shows the estimated rate of pet license compliance in 2012 for RASKC jurisdictions,
including unincorporated King County. In addition, pet licensing in other cities in King County that are

not part of the RASKC program have also been included in the estimated compliance table below.

Table 7: 2012Estimated Pet Licensing Compliance

Regional Animal Services of King County (RASKC)
2012 Estimated Pet Licensing Compliance
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With an estimated overall county-wide pet license compliance rate ofjust under 79Yo, clearly there is
opportunity to increase licensing before consideration ofother revenue generating proposals. It is
difficult to associate pet owner behavior with an estimated 19%o pafticipation rate, though there are a few
elements worth noting.

Pet License fee was increased from $20 to $30, and the Unaltered Pet License fee was increased
from $60 to $90. In 2010, the Unaltered Pet License Fee was reduced back to the $60 level, and
two new discounted license types were established (Senior and Disabled) at $15 (altered pet

only). Senior Lifetime Pet Licenses were no longer available after June 30,2010; previously
purchased Senior Lifetime Pet Licenses were grandfathered. Surveys of other jurisdictions
indicate that King County's Pet License fee for an altered pet is on the high end of the "market,"
though it is not the highest.

with pet ownership. Owning a pet, particularly a dog or cat, is not free. The ASPCA estimates
the cost of owning a dog or cat, depending on the size, ranges from $580 to $875 or more, with
advice that indicates an owner should "defìnitely be prepared to pay more." Of the common
items that seem to make many of the lists published by various groups, such as food, veterinary
care, litter, toys and treats, the annual cost ofa $30 license is the least costly item on the list
(whether included or overlooked).

3. Analysis ofsocietal and behavioral factors that reduce shelter usage and that increase pet licensing

Stray pets and owner relinquishment of pets to shelters are the primary contributors to shelter intakes and associated
usage.

As was included in section 1 and 2, and based on several studies throughout the country, there are a number of factors
associated with pet ownership that are linked to greater retention and a lower risk of a pet entering the shelter.
Although there are others, below are seven of the often identihed factors:

r Spaying or neutering a pet helps avoid unhealthy, dangerous and/or offensive behavior
r Increasing public knowledge and awareness of the benefits of spaying or neutering, including the

optimal age is critical to both the health of the pet as well as in helping to reduce the number of
unwanted pets,

. Obedience training helps ensure that both the pet and the owner have the tools and skills to maintain a

healthy relationship.
. Regular veterinary care and communication with a primary veterinary care provider focuses attention

on the health ofthe pet and creates opportunity for discussion and professional advice when pet
ownership challenges (pet behavior, compatibility, etc.) arise.

. Considering your pet as a member of the family

. A pet residing in the home (rather than outside).

' Effective pre-adoption counseling about responsible pet ownership, including the cost of ownership is
helpful in establishing reasonable expectations.

All of the above factors are associated with pet retention and help to reduce the risk of pets entering the shelter.

The RASKC program in engaged on a number of fronts to encourage current and prospective pet owners about
responsible pet ownership, and supports a variety of program components aimed at one or more of the above factors.
RASKC has partnered with the local Veterinary association to provide a free post-adoption veterinary exam to connect
new pet owners with a veterinarian in their community. Partnering with other community oriented non-profrt service
providers and aligning interests and missions to increase efficiency, leverage resources, share information, etc., are key
strategies of the RASKC program.
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Increasins Èet Licensins

Increasing pet licensing is a significant challenge, and one that requires proactive marketing and routine maintenance.
King County and its contract cities actively pursue pet licensing opportunities and has a number of pet license
purchasing options, marketing outreach efforts, community partnerships, all aimed at increasing awareness of pet
licensing requirements, value, and access.

Online Sales of Pet Licenses

Customers have shifted their preferred method of purchasing new and/or renewed pet licenses from a
predominantly paper based and mail oriented process to purchasing from the County's ePet website,
Sales online have almost tripled since 2008, and from 2010 to 2011 online sales increased nearly 80%.
Although the dramatic shift is significant, in June 2010, five (5) cities with a combined population of
nearly I 80,000 residents chose not to j oin the regional animal services model; the 201 t high point was
effectively achieved despite a l5Yo reduction in the population served.

RASKC's Pet Licensing section has significantly streamlined operations, starting with implementing a
new pet licensing management system in December 201 0. In January 20 I 1 , RASKC began shifting to
new, permanent license tags, completing the transition with the last batch of renewals at the end of 2011.
With permanent tags, licensing activities can be completed more efficiently, renewal notices are sent via
email, customers are linked to the online ePet licensing application, and new license tags are mailed only
as needed. RASKC is working on updates to the ePet system that will streamline the online process and
incorporate functionality intended to increase efficiencies for both the customer and Pet Licensing staff.

Table 8: Pet License Sales Online

Pet License Sales Online
2008 - 2013*

S2,ooo,ooo
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*2OOa and 2OO9 includes sales from 32 c¡t¡es contrãct¡ng for seru¡ce, 2010 ¡s split (32 cit¡es Jan.-June, 27 c¡t¡es July - Dec
(new RASKC Program), 2011 and 2O12 represents sales from RASKC cit¡es (26) and un¡ncorporated K¡ng County on¡y,
and2013 represents sales from RASKC C¡ties (25) and unincorporated K¡ng County,
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Pet Licensing Partners

RASKC works with a variety of different groups throughout the County to facilitate access to pet licensing.
With over 450 pet licensing partners spread throughout the County, residents have an array of options.

There are two different types of pet license partners, including:

Pet License Sales Partners - Sales paftners accept applications, collect fees, and issue tags. These
locations maintain a supply of pet license tags to provide ease of access to a pet license and the
associated pet license tag. There is at least one physical location in each RASKC city, and in many
cases two or more, where a customer can obtain a pet license and tag immediately and without having
to wait for the mail or access the online pet licensing system. These locations include 26 city halls
(RASKC cities and the City of Burien), Seattle Animal Shelter, several police precincts, secondary or
"mini" city halls, all six (6) King County Community Service Centers, eight (8) vehicle licensing sub-
agencies, 24 QFC stores, and at least one veterinary clinic.

Information Brochure/"Tag! You're it" Partners - These partners dedicate space in their lobby or
at their sales counter for a brochure kiosk that includes the pet license brochure/application. The
brochure functions to provide infotmation about pet licensing, is an application for a pet license, and
is a selÊcontained mailer that can be easily mailed to RASKC for processing. Pet license partners that
participate with infomation brochures are typically veterinary clinics, groomers, pet shops, shelters
and/or animal supply stores. Brochure kiosks can also be found at various ofÊleash parks and popular
trail heads.

Figure I I - Map of RASKC Pet Licensing Partners

In Figure 1 I (above), green dots represent locations where tags are available, orange colored dots

represent locations where applications/mailers are available
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4, An analysis of efficiencies that could be or have been achieved in canvassing techniques and identification of
alternative canvassing approaches that strategically enhance licensing rates in partner jurisdictions
experiencing low Iicensing rates.

RASKC Canvassing Program Overview

The field canvassing program has been an important business development strategy that RASKC has utilized
to increase and maintain the number of dogs and cats that are identified and licensed in King County. This
prograln dates back to 1992, when the King County Council adopted an ordinance making a number of changes
and irnprovements to the animal control code. The legislation used a rnulti-pronged approach to achieving a
number of goals, including public education, promotion of spaying and neutering, and increasing pet licensing
through a field/phone-canvassing program. ln 1999, the field/phone canvassing program was folded into an
expanded campaign - called Pet Pafinership - to increase pet identification in King County.

In 2011 and2012, canvassing was performed exclusively in unincorporated areas. Canvassing was not part of the
base pet licensing effoft and the ILA did not have a convenient option for cities to request and pay for canvassing
services. The new 2013-15ILA, included a convenient option for cities to elect licensing suppofi, with a process
to reimburse RASKC for the associated cost of those services.

Recent Efficiencies

In the past several years RASKC has refined the program both in terms of hours and function. Beginning
in2017, Canvassing hours were scheduled for weekend days (Saturday and Sunday), approximately 15

hours per week, beginning in late April and ending in October. In2011, RASKC tested and implemented
another change to the canvassing approach in the field, eliminating actual pet license sales in person, at
the door. Ifthe canvasser finds a resident home, and determines an unlicensed/expired license pet resides
there, a temporary license is issued to the pet owner giving him/her until the end of the following month
to purchase a license and become compliant. The change was initially implemented as a pilot, to evaluate
the effectiveness and to make sure the changes did not result in a reduction of license sales attributable to
the canvassing effort. The results were favorable. Avoiding hnancial transactions at the door, saved a
considerable amount of time for the canvasser who was then able to knock on more doors and cover a
greater geographic area over the same arnount of time. The secondary benefit of not processing financial
transactions in the field was the avoidance of cash handling, trips to the bank and/or downtown to make
deposits, and the tirne consuming reconciliation work that accompanies financial transactions.

Canvassine door to door

If the pet owner is not home, and no personal contact is made, one of two door hangers are placed on the
porch or door to acknowledge the visit and provide a targeted message. The two door hanger options
include:

Door Hanger A - Sorry We Missed You! - this door hangar is left at all doors that the canvasser
did not see or suspect any pets at the residence when no one is home.

Door Hanger B - 72-Hr. Courlesy Notice to License Pets - This door hanger is left at all doors
when no one is home ifthe canvasser notices signs ofa pet (i.e., observes/hears pet, sees pet toys,
bowls, etc.), or if a pet license has expired at the household. This door hanger is a two-part form.
The canvasser fills out an infonnational section at the top ofthe form (date, address, pets and
control number). The canvasser would then post the top copy of the form on the resident's door.
The second parl of the form is turned in with the canvasser's weekly paper work. A1l addresses
for these door hangars are entered into a database. The address is later checked against the
licensing database to see ifthere was a license purchased at the address. Ifthe pet owner or
resident did not license the pet(s), they are mailed a "Notice to License" letter.
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After one month of piloting the effofi, staff and managers could clearly see the effectiveness on the
operational side, but the question that remained was how it would impact sales. After creating an internal
process to track sales associated with addresses canvassed, repofis were generated to summarize the
results.

For tlie first year of the new RASKC ILA contract (2013), nine (9) cities designated as Licensing Support
cities were provided additional licensing support guarantees. Although RASKC focused canvassing
efforts in unincorporated areas for the first halfofthe canvassing season, the second halfinvolved
reaching out to Licensing Support cities, pafticularly if their respective pet licensing activity was lagging
for the year. Three cities authorized RASKC to canvass in their communities, including: Bellevue,
Kirkland and Black Diamond. Canvassing began in September and ended at the end of October.

The table below sumlnarizes program results from 2010 to present. The current 2073 canvassing season
ended on October 31, however the program will continue to generate revenue for an addition month or
two and reminder notices and late customer follow up occurs,

Table 9 - Neighborhood Canvassing

Year lurisdiction
Households

Visited

Contacts

Made
Total cosl

Temp

lssued

Door

Hangar "8"

lssued

Iicenses

Soldl
Revenue

Return

Rate - per

$1 spent

Cost per

Visit

Cost per

Contact

Average

Vkit per

Hour

1,517

1,653

4,574

2,789

2013 Multiple2

2072 UnKC

2011 UnKC

2010 Multiple2

17,980

19,807

)? ç,1t

37,506

6,703

7,377

8,473

14,T25

ssz,o74

S43,s27

S¡s,g¡z

se8,919

3,778

3,367

6,390

3,435 s100,448

3,s72 $100,2s7

3,s98 s97,146

5,968 s141,240

s1.s3 s2.90

s2.30 s2,20

52.43 51.69

$1,43 52.64

57.77 8,34

5s.9s 10.6t

54.71 12J2

S7.oo 9.s1

' "Licenses sold" includes ternporary licenses converted to paid licenses arrd licenses sold from Door Hangar B follow up.
'In20l3,canvassingwasperfonnedinBellevue,Kirkland,BlackDiarnondandunincorporatedKingCounty. In20l0,canvassing
was perfonned in five (5) cities: Kent, Bellevue, Enurnclaw, Tukwila and SeaTac, as well as unincorporated King County..

The following facts related to the 2013 canvassing program are indicative ofthe program in prior years
and represent many of the reasons RASKC continues with the canvassing program:

r Percentage of households visited resulting in an in-pers on contact": 37o/o
r Percentage of household visits, where Door Hangar B's are placed, resulting in a Pet License

sale: 47o/o.
I Average quantity of Pet Licenses sold per Door Hanger B related sale: I .54 licenses per sale. Overall yield per Door Hangar B placed: .72 (72%)
. Return Rate per $ 1 spent: $ 1.93

Resident Feedback

The canvassing program receives calls/e-mails each year due to its face-to-face service and two
door hangers used: 72-Hr. Courtesy Notice to License Pets and Sorry We Missed You. This
feedback is responded to promptly, and allows RASKC to update and make conections to the
licensing database, as well as to communicate the responsible pet ownership message.
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Alternative canvassinq approaches

Direct Mailine

Targeted Mailings

Targeted mailing is a tool not frequently used by RASKC, and until 2013, ft has been more than a
decade since targeted rnailings have been used for Pet Licensing promotion. Given the
availability of data, RASKC worked with a local rnailing services company to identify probable
pet owners in order to identify an appropriate mailing universe and create a mailing list. Mail
pieces were then sent to a pilot/test area within the City of Bellevue. The pilot included 3,378
postcards at a total cost of $ 1,965 to produce and mail. The pilot effort resulte d in 213 licenses
sold, with a gross revenue of $5,300, and a net return of $3,335. Based on future year licensing
renewal estimates, the 5 year projected net revenue is $11,391. A responserate of 6.3Yo and a
return rate per dollar spent of $2.70 was considered a success, so additional mailings were
planned and completed.

Saturation Mailing

In September 2072, recognizing reduced licensing counts in two RASKC cities, RASKC piloted a

saturation mailing effort directed at all residential households in two cities, SeaTac and Tukwila.
Almost 14,000 households were mailed a postcard with information on the benefits of pet
licensing information. The cost of this mailing was about $3,900 for mailing list, printing and
postage. At the end of 2072, the mailing was estimated to have increased licensing revenue for
these two cities by $6,485 in2012, an estimated return of $1.66 for each $1 expended.

Amnesty Promotion

Establishing, coordinating and promoting an amnesty period where pet license late fees and unlicensed
penalties are waived for a particular promotional period is a marketing tool that has some positive
impacts, so long as the frequency of these events are few and far between.

Ln2073, the RASKC program, in conjunction with several other jurisdictions not part of the RASKC
prograln, prornoted an amnesty period for the month of April. Advertising and promotional material costs
totaled $4,315. The estimated licensing revenue, based on a comparison of April 2013 and April2072,
was $38,000. Tliis estimated revenue is more difficult to specifically identify or attribute to a pafiicular
activity or event, since RASKC has over 450 licensing partners and there are no specific data points to
rely on within the licensing data base, For this reason, the month of April (promotional period) and the
same month for the prior year were used.
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Appendix A

Table 1. Animal Control Districts

District 200 (Northern District)
Shoreline
Lake Forest Park
Kenmore
Woodinville
Kirkland
Redmond
Sammamish
Duvall
Carnation

District 220 (Eastern District)
Bellevue
Mercer Island
Yarrow Point
Clyde Hill
Town of Beaux Arts
Issaquah
Snoqualmie
North Bend
Newcastle

District 500 (Southern District)
Tukwila
SeaTac
Kent
Covington
Maple Valley
Black Diamond
Enumclaw

These Districts each include porlions of adjoining unincorporated King County

The research and analysis for this repoft was conducted by a Technical V/orking Group over the past 12 months, taking
into consideration external repofis, surveys, journal articles, and web tools, as well as internal reports, data, and the

experience of program staff. Review and input was also received from members of the Joint City/County Collaboration
Committee. The infonnation contained herein, as well as the knowledge gained in the research and analysis, has been

used to inform the Operational Strategic Plan, as well as to help guide operations where appropriate.


